Port of Seattle’s interim Executive Director, David Soike, offered a public comment to FAA’s
proposal to create a Noise Portal. Let’s take a closer look at the POS position, which does
include many good points, but misses wildly for the hypocrisy. It looks like the POS minions
drafted up a nice letter, which he signed, not knowing about the hypocrisy.
Excerpt 1:

Here, POS is crowing about their investment in ‘noise mitigation’, while failing to acknowledge the
destruction that only continues to grow. POS claims to be responsive, and yet there are many who,
throughout this year, have complained repeatedly about NEVER hearing anything back from POS when
they file complaints.

Excerpt 2:

Here, POS is making a very important point which actually starts to define the futility of FAA pretending
to manage a new Noise Portal. FAA has a track record, over many decades, of blowing off noise
complaints. This captured agency has repeatedly passed the buck, refusing to take any actions, often
instead asserting only Congress has authority. If FAA creates a new Noise Portal but does not actually
follow through, it will only prove even further that there are NO COMMUNICATIONS to be had with
FAA; they just do not care to address citizen concerns.

Excerpt 3:

Here, POS is correctly asserting how everyone “…needs and deserve s a timely response….” Yes, though
both POS and FAA have a terrible record here, with a reputation for either delaying excessively,
redacting excessively, or even never responding.
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Excerpt 4:

It is hard not to like what POS states here. Yes, of course people want answers and responses, and want
to see concerns addressed. Again, though, there is a lot of hypocrisy in this POS statement. Both FAA and
POS deserve their terrible reputations for failure to respond with ‘solution-oriented answers’. Obviously,
responses need to happen in a timely fashion, and they need to be productive (not just a bunch of spin or
lame excuses).

Excerpt 5:

And, the third suggestion by POS focuses on Transparency. An excellent suggestion, as transparency is
critical. In this area, POS has done a far better job than FAA, especially with their use of the internet to
post sometimes deeply complex public records responses (FOIA responses, at FAA’s level) that are fully
viewable and downloadable. Frankly, FAA could learn a lot from studying POS’s NextRequest portal for
sharing public records responses, at: https://portofseattle.nextrequest.com/requests
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